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O. Introduction 
Let M be a Riemannian manifold. By a parametr~.zed closed geodesic on M we mean a non- 
constant map ~, of the unit circle S ! C C = 1~ 2 into M satisfying the usual differential equation 
for geodesics (in particular preserving arclength t,~:, to a constant f~w!~or). Its equivalence class 
under isometrics of S I (elements of 0(2)) is called a closed :,eodesic. 3oth y and its equivalence 
class are called prime il" ~/cannot be written as a c~aposition with e it i-~, e i''t, I,I ~ 2. 
One knows since 1951 that every closed Riemanni~m anifold has at least one closed geodesic 
(L. Lusternik and A.I. Fet I32, 201). In many cases the topological structure of a manifold M 
guarantees the existence of an infinite number of prime closed geodesics for every Riemannian 
metric on M (we give a survey in Sect. 6). Recently this was proved for the 2-sphere M = S 2 
(J. Franks [21] together with V. Bangert [10]). 
On the other hand there are interesting manifolds M, including 
the m-sphere S m with m >/3, 
complex projective space C P'" with m t> 2, 
quaternionic projective space HP m (with m f> 2) 
and the Cayley plane Ca p2 
(0.1) 
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for which at present one can neither exclude the possibility that every Riemannian metric on M 
has infinitely many prime closed geodesics nor that there exists a Riemannian metric on M with 
exactly one prime closed geodesic. 
What one knows about he manifolds listed in (0.1 ) are some lower bounds for the number of 
prime closed geodesics depending upon the deviation of the given metric from the standard one. 
These are the kind of results which we are going to improve here. 
In order to give a first idea of our results let M be the standard m-sphere as a differentiable 
manifold, with some Riemannian metric (not necessarily the standard one). Consider all (ordi- 
nary) circles on M = S m, i.e., non-empty intersections of S" C I~ ''+l with a plane in I~ "+! . Let 
/max be the maximal ength of such a circle measured with respect o the (non-standard) metric 
on M. Then we show that M has at least g(m) closed geodesics (not necessarily prime) of length 
<~/max, where g(m) is the integer defined by 
g(m) := m + 2 q - 1, 2 q <~ m < 2 q+i. (0.2) 
Such geodesics are sometimes called "short." Note that 
! (3m-  1) <~ g(m) ~< 2m-  i (0.3) 2 
So far we cannot rule out the possibility that all of these closed geodesics are just multiples of a 
single prime one. But then this prime closed geodesic would have length <~ lmax/g(m). 
Reversing the argument, let/ram be the minimal length of a closed geodesic on M (which 
always exists, of. 3.4 below). For any real number .t we denote by Ix l the largest integer ~< x 
and by lxl the smallest i> x. Then M has at least ]g(m)/pl prime closed geodesics, where 
p = 1 t,,,,,, I. 
Compared to the fact that there are infinitely many prime closed geodesics if m = 2 and the 
possibility that the same holds tk~r all m > 2, this is a weak result. Note however that one cannot 
expect intinite!y many closed geodesics whose length is smaller than some given number. To see 
this, consider an ellipsoid in IR "+l defined by the equation 
ni b I 
• I with the metric induced by the standard one on R ''÷~ Its g m(m + i) principal ellipses are 
(prime) closed geodesics. There are always infinitely many other prime closed geodesics (cf., 
e.g., 113 i; 33.5.151), but if the lengths of the half axes a, are sufficiently close to each other and 
pairwise different hen all of those have arbitrarily large length 138; Chap. IX, Theorem 4. I 1. 
Already in 1953 S.I. Al'ber made a claim similar to our result explained above 121, [3; Sect. 24, 
Theorems 35 and 371 (cf. also 128; Theorem I 1, 129; Theorem at the end of Sect. 31, [30; Theo: 
rein 2.3.61), but the proofs turned out to be incorrect (cf. 16; Sect. 41, 18; Remark in Sect. 21 and 
Sect. I below). The mistakes are related to the possible occurrence of multiple (i.e., non-prime) 
closed geodesics with lengths between l,,,,, and I,nax. This possibility is excluded if I,,~,,x < 2/rain, 
i.e., p = I, and in this case a proof was given in 1251. There are other proofs in [61 together 
with 171 and in 18; Theorems A and BI under somewhat different hypotheses, but they also ex- 
clude the occurrence of multiple closed geodesics in the relevant range. This is not excluded in 
[8; Theorem CI, but also there the hypotheses are different from ours and, at least in some cases, 
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the lower bounds for the number of closed geodesics are smaller than ours. We will discuss this 
in more detail in Sect. 1, where we Iormulate all our results on closed geodesics. They include 
the case of projective spaces for which the improvement over what was known before is even 
better than for spheres. 
Before doing this we explain the general method. It is a version of equivariant critical point 
theory which works well even if there are critical points with nontrivial isotropy group. In 
particular it allows to deal efficiently with multiple closed geodesics (which have non-trivial 
isotropy groups of the O(2)-action), but may also be interesting for other situations involving 
non-free group actions. 
Let M be a closed (= compact without boundary) Riemannian e~-manifold. As usual we 
denote by AM the e~-Hilbert manifold of closed Hl-Sobolev curves y : S 1 ---> M (cf. Sect. 3 
for details). The energy function E : A M ---> R is defined by 
It is e ~ and satisfies the Palais-Smale condition (cf., e.g., [31 ; 2.4.91 and Sect. 3 below). 
A critical point y of E with E(y) > 0 is nothing else but a parametrized closed geodesic. The 
standard action of 0(2) on S l induces an action on AM leaving the energy function E invariant. 
Hence a closed geodesic (as defined in the beginning) is a critical O(2)-orbit of E with positive 
(critical) value. 
The isotropy subgroup of 0(2) corresponding to some non-constant y ~ A M intersects SO(2) 
in a finite cyclic subgroup the order of which we call the multiplicity of y. (Note that multiplicity 
in [3; Sect. 22, 2. Definition 9] means something completely different.) Closed curves with 
multiplicity I are called prime. The multiplicity of y is divisible by n if and only if there is a closed 
curve ~ such that ),(e it) = ~(e i'~t) for all t ~ I~. Then y will be called an n-fold multiple of 7. 
The classical Lusternik-Schnirelmann method for finding lower bounds for the number of 
critical points of a function • on X consists in showing that a certain topological invariant, 
the category catX, is such a lower bound and then giving further estimates for catX. There 
are equivariant versions of this method which proved to be very useful for certain applications 
(of. [151 and further eferences given there). In principle they may also be applied to the problem 
of closed geodesics. It seems impossible, however, to obtain our results by just looking at 
numerical invariants of X := E t' := {y ~ AMIE(y) <<, b} similar to catX. What we will do 
is to relate the O(2)-equivariant topological structure of E h to the critical orbits of E below b, 
carefully keeping track of the isotropy subgroups of 0(2) belonging to these orbits. 
The essence of this has nothing to do with the particular group 0(2). So we formulate our 
general result in Sect. 2 for an arbitrary compact Lie group G acting on a suitable space with a 
suitable G-invariant function. In Sect. 3 we show that AM and E are suitable in this sense (for 
G = 0(2)) and we specialize the results of Sect. 2 to this context. From this, in Sections 4 and 5, 
we derive the results on closed geodesics tated in Sect. 1 using the muitiplicative structure of 
Borel cohomology of E b. In Sect. 6, in order to complete the picture, we discuss the following 
questions: Which homotopy types are known to contain only manifolds with infinitely many 
prime closed geodesics? How "many" others are there and to which of these are our results 
applicable? 
The authors would like to thank Fred Cohen and Nancy Hingston for stimulating discussions. 
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1. Statement of the results on closed geodesics 
Let M be a simply connected closed Riemannian e°~-manifold and let lmin be the smallest 
length of a closed geodesic on M (which always exists, cf. 3.4 below). In the introduction we 
spoke of circles on the standard sphere S m C N m+l meaning non-empty intersections with planes 
in R m+l . In the future however, we will need them with a parametrization, and so we define C 
to be the (compact) subspace of A S m whose elements are the one point curves and the (ordinary 
round) circles on S m parametrized proportionally to arc length. The subspace of this whose 
elements are the great circles will be denoted by A. For any abelian group B let/4, (. ; B) and 
H*(. ; B) be singular homology and cohomology resp. with coefficients in B. In particular we 
will consider B = ]72 = Z/2. The explanation behind the number g(m) defined in (0.2) is that it is 
one more than the mod 2 cup-length of the orbit space of A under the action of 0(2), the "space of 
unparametrized great circles on S m,'' which is canonically homeomorphic to the Grassmannian 
G(2, m - 1) of unoriented planes in 11~ m+~ (cf. 4.1 below; the cup-length of a space X with 
respect o a ring R is the largest numbe: of elements in the cohomology ring H*(X; R) which 
have positive dimension and a non-zero product). The following theorem will be proved in Sect. 4. 
1.1. Theorem. Let m > 0 be minimal with H,,(M; I~2) ~(: 0 and let f : S 'n --> M be a el-map 
which is non-trivial in Hm (" ; IF2). Let/max be the maximal length of the image of a circle under f . 
Then 
(i) M has at least g(m) closed geodesics with length <~ /max. 
(2) Either for some I <~ /max the space of prime closed geodesics on M of length I has positive 
dimension or there are at least ig(m)/pl prime closed geodesics #~ M with paitwise different 
lengths <~ lmax, where p := Ilma~/lmm]. 
From either (!) or (2) one immediately obtains: 
1.2. Corollary. lf M sati.sfies the hypotheses of Theorem l.l, then it has at least Ig(m)/p[ 
prime closed geodesics with length <~ I,~. 
As we mentioned in the introduction, results imilar to I.I were claimed by S.I. Al'ber in [21, 
[3; Sect. 24, Theorems 35 and 371 and by W. Klingenberg in [28; Theorem 11, [29; Theorem 
at the end of Sect. 3], [30; Theorem 2.3.61). In 13; Sect. 24, Theorems 35 and 37 Parts I), 2)1 
it was even asserted that the g(m) closed geodesics found are "geometrically distinct" and in 
[28; Theorem !1 that they are "simple" which usually means "without self-intersection" but in 
this case probably meant he same as "prime" (compare [5; Sect. 9 Definition 25]). For these 
additional assertions no justification was given whatsoever, nor is there any known today. Later 
Klingenberg, in [29; Theorem at the end of Sect. 31 and 130; Theorem 2.3.6], changed the 
statement to claim only "arithmetically different" closed geodesics meaning just different closed 
geodesics in our sense (not necessarily prime). From the context in 131 one can conclude that 
Al'ber did not really mean what one usually calls "geometrically distinct" (i.e., having different 
images) and in [5; Sect. 9 Definition 241 he said so explicitely. Moreover, in [4; Theorem 6] 
and 15; Sect. 9 Theorem 39] he made much stronger hypotheses than in [31. They obviously 
imply the hypotheses of our Theorem I. ! and also lmax < 21rain, i.e., p = 1. In addition they 
contain a condition on the sectional curvature of M. Today one knows that this is unnecessary 
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(N. Hingston [25] and our Theorem 1.1). (On the other hand [8; Theorem A] shows that one may 
, , l  drop the other hypotheses if M is homeomorphic to the m-sphere and the sectional curvature is ~- 
pinched." In [4; Theorem 6] and [5; Sect. 9, Theorem 39] the conditions on the sectional curvature 
are weaker than that, but D.V. Anosov points out that "this was due to an error in a reference on 
differential geometry used there" [7; Sect. 4, footnote 4, p. 435 of the English translation].) 
But even in their most restricted form the claims were not really proved in the papers cited nor 
anywhere lse before 1979. This was apparently first noticed by W. Ballmann in 1979 [9; p. 48 
after (3,3)] and it is explained in [6; Sect. 4] and in [8; Remark in Sect. 2]. The problem is 
that Theorem 27 in [3; Sect. 18], the "Lemma of Al'ber," is definitely false. It claims that the 
inclusion of A/O(2) ~- G(2, m-  1) into the orbit space of the space AS"  - S m of non-constant 
closed curves on S" induces a monomorphism in homology and, equivalently, an epimorphism 
in cohomology mod 2, and this is not true. Two ways out of this were found: One is to replace 
AS"  - S" by smaller subspaces; this was done by D.V. Anosov [6], [7] and by W. Ballmann, 
G. Thorbergson and W. Ziller [8]. The other is to replace the orbit spaces under the action of 
0(2) by the corresponding Borel construction ("homotopy orbit space"), which was done by N. 
Hingston [25] and will be used here (Sect. 4). 
But then, in both cases, another difficulty appears if one does not exclude multiple closed 
geodesics (cf. [8; Lemma 1.5.(i) compared to Proposition 2.5.(ii)] and [25; end of 2.4]). In 
the present paper it is reflected by the fact that in Proposition 4.3(1) one has to assume the 
"multiplicity" n to be odd. 
The easiest way to deal with this is to work in a range where there are no multiple closed 
geodesics. In our setting this means p = 1. Then our assertions 1.1 (1) and 1.2 are equivalent, and 
they are almost precisely the same as the "sphere-part" of [25; Theorem in Sect. 5], except hat 
there the map f • S" ---, M is required to be a homotopy equivalence (not only a monomorphism 
in rood 2 homology in dimensions ~ m). 
Similar results are 118; Theorems A and B], where the absence of multiple closed geodesics 
is enforced by other hypotheses. In 18; Theorem A! thi,, is the "l/4-pinching condition" for 
sectional curvature under which the restllt was alst' ' i proved in 161 together with 171. 
In [8; Theorem CI multiple closed geodesics are allowed. The manifold M is assumed to be 
(closed, simply connected and) a mod 2 homology n-sphere. Then there is a map f • S" ~ M 
as in our Theorem 1.1 with m = n (cf. Sect. 6). Next the injectivity radius i (M)  is supposed to 
be i> rr, so that certainly/rain >~ 2;11". Finally a "1/p2-pinching condition" is assumed. There is 
no simple precise relation between this and our quotient/max//mi,l. Roughly speaking however, 
our p := [/max//min] corresponds to p - 1 in [8; Theorem C]. Thus in a way, where we have the 
lower bound ]g(m)/p[ they have ](m - l ) /p[ .  Though this comparison is doubtful for large p, 
it does make good sense for p = 2 because on both sides this is the "first" case where multiple 
closed geodesics iriay appear. We give a small table to show how in this case our lower bounds 




](m - 1)/2[ 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .. .  15 16 .. .  31 32 
3 4 7 8 9 10 15 22 31 46 63 
2 2 4 4 5 5 8 11 16 23 32 
1 1 2 3 3 4 4 7 8 15 16 
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Note also that our Theorem 1.1 is very close to Al'ber's original claim [3; Sect. 24, Theorems 
35 and 37 Parts 1), 2)] provided one uses Al'ber's own though unusual interpretation f the term 
"geometrically distinct," closer in any case than all the other results which were proved until 
now. 
Now we turn to the case of projective spaces. Let IF be either the complex numbers, the 
quaternions or the Cayley numbers and d - 2, 4 or 8 be the real dimension of ~. On the 
corresponding projective space IFpm (where m ~ 2 if d -- 8) there is a canonical Riemannian 
metric such that every projective line in ~pm is isometric to the standard -sphere (cf., e.g., 
[ 1 1 ; Chap.  3 ]). By a circle on IF pm we mean a circle on some projective line in IF pm in the same 
sense as before. If 2 # ~ m < 2 #+l define 
gz(m) :-- 2m + 2 .2  q - 1, 
g4(m) := m + 6 .2  q -- 3 + max{m, 2 q q- 2}, 
gs(1) := 15 (= g(8)), 
g8(2) := 31. 
In Section 5 we shall prove the following theorem (for M and lmin as at the beginning of this 
section): 
1.3. Theorem. Let f : FP m ~ M be a el-map which induces an isomorphism in H.(.  ; Fz) 
and let/max be the maximal length of the image of a circle under f . Then 
(1) M has at least gd(m) closed geodesics with length <<./max. 
(2) Either for some I <~ /max the space of prime closed geodesics on M of length I has positive 
dimension or there are at least lgd(m )/ Pl prime closed geodesics in M with pairwise different 
lengths <~ /max, where p := [/.lax//minl. 
From either ( I ) or (2) one immediately obtains: 
1.4. Corollary. If M satisfies the hypotheses of Theorenl 1.3, then it has at least Iga(m)/pl 
prime closed geodesics with length <<./max. 
In 1965 W. Klingenberg [28; Theorem 21 and [29; Theorem at the end of Sect. 4] claimed 
a result similar to 1.3 for numbers which are slightly smaller ;n most cases and equal in a few 
others to gd(m), namely 
g,~ (m) "= m + (2d - 1). 2 q - ! (I .5) 
(which is one more than the rood 2 cup-length of the space of unparametrized great circles on 
P",  cf. 5.5 below). Like in the case of spheres itwas asserted in [28; Theorem 2] that the gX (m) 
closed geodesics found are "simple," In [291 this was changed into "arithmetically different." 
But even in this form the proofs were incorrect for the same reasons as in the case of spheres. 
For p = 1, the assertions !.3(I) and 1.4 are equivalent. In this case they are essentially 
contained in 125; Theorem in Sect. 51 for Kiingenberg's numbers instead of gd(m). Again, as in 
the sphere case above, Hingston requires the map f • F pm ~ M to be a homotopy equivalence 
(not only an isomorphism in homology rood 2). Also, Hingston's proof contains a certain gap 
(cf. Remark 5.10) which we fill in 5.6. 
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Still for p = 1, H.-B. Rademacher [42] proved that 1.4 holds if Klingenberg's numbers are 
replaced by 
gff(m) := 2m + (2d-  2). 2 q -d  + 1 (1.6) 
(which is one more than the mod 2 cup-length of the space of unoriented parametrized great 
circles on IFpm, cf. 5.3 below) and M has trivial homology in dimensions < d with integer 
coefficients (not only with mod 2 coefficients). Our number gd(m) is the maximum of gff (m) 
and g,t] (m ). 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 . . .  14 15 16 
2 4 5 8 9 10 11 16 22 23 32 
4 8 8 16 16 17 18 32 37 38 64 
8 16 
It remains to compare this with some results in [8]. We need not look at m -- 1 since this is 
just the sphere case in which 1.3 is contained in 1.1 and which was thoroughly discussed after 1.1 
and 1.2. For m I> 2 the relevant result in [8] is Theorem 3.3, part of which is Theorem D. The 
lower bounds for the number of (prime) closed geodesics on a projective space IFpm which 
one obtains from there do not vary with m as soon as m f> 3. If multiple closed geodesics 
are excluded [8; Theorem 3.3(ii)] these bounds are much smaller than those of either [25] or 
[42] and hence of 1.3, 1.4 above. If multiple closed geodesics do occur [8; Theorem 3.3(i)], the 
bounds are independent of m for all m I> 2. In this case there is no further information on C pm 
(except he existence of one closed geodesic). For HP m one gets two prime closed geodesics if
multiplicities up to 3 are allowed and no information otherwise. For CaP 2 one gets 18/Pl prime 
closed geodesics if multiplicities up to p are allowed. 
In contrast to this, for every fixed p and for d = 2 or 4, our numbers ]ga(m)/pl in 1.3 and 1.4 
are unbounded as fimctions of m. 
1.7. Supplement to 1.3 and 1.4. In Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 the hypothesis that 
f : FPm _..} M induces an isomorphism in H, (. ; F2) partly was made fi~r simplicity. In fact it 
may be replaced by a weaker one: Except in the case where F = 1~ (d = 4) and m = 2't + 1 i> 2 
it is enough to have 
Hk(M; F2) = 0 for 0 < k < d, and (1.8) 
f* : Ha(M; F2) > Ha(Fpm; F2) ~- F2 is non-zero. 
Because of the multiplicative structure of H*(FP m) this implies that f* is surjective in all 
dimensions, but it need not be injective. 
In order to get the conclusions of 1.3 and 1.4 in the remaining case where F = H and 
m = 2'! + 1 >/2 we have to assume in addition that 
f* : Hk(M; F2) ~ Hk(Hp'n; ~2) is injective for 4 <~ k <~ 8, 
which together with (1.8) means that f induces an isomorphism in H,(.  ;IF2) for all k <~ 8 
(compare Lemma 5.6). On the other hand, if in this particular case one replaces ga(m) "" 2 q+3 
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by Rademacher's number gaR(m), which is one less, then (1.8) is again sufficient. This shows 
that Rademacher's result [42; 6.1 and 6.2] is completely contained in ours. 
2. Critical point theory 
First we recall some definitions and facts from [ 15] with minor changes. Let G be a compact 
Lie group and L a G-space. (In our present application G will be 0(2) and L = AM the Hilbert 
manifold of closed H l-Sobolev curves on a closed smooth manifold M.) 
If X and Y are G-subspaces of L, we say that X is G-deformable into Y (within L) if there 
is a G-homotopy r/t : X ---> L, 0 ~< t ~< 1, such that r/o(X) = x, for all x ~ X, and rtx (X) C Y. 
If L' is another G-subspace of L and ~h(X) ~ L' for all x 6 X N L' and all t we say that the 
deformation preserves L'. 
Let now • : L --9. II~ be a G-invariant function and K be a G-subset of L. For any c ~ I~ we 
use the notation 
~c := {x ~ L I~(x )  <~ c}, 
K, := Ix 6 K I ¢'(x) = cl. 
2.1. Definition. We say that • : L --~ It~ has the G-deformation property with respect o K 
between a and b if the following conditions hold: 
(Do) There is an t > 0 such that <b "+~ is G-deformable into ~" preserving ~". 
(Dl) The set K,. is compact for all c ~ la, b]. 
(D2) For every c c la, bl and every G-neighborhood V of Kc there is an t > 0 such that 
• '+~ = V is G-deformable into ~'~" preserving ~". 
This properly is satified for all b > a if, roughly speaking, L is a paracompact omplete 
G-Banach manifold, ~ is a (?n-function satisfying the Palais-Smale condition, K is the crit- 
ical set of ~, and a is a regular value of tl~. A precise formulation and a proof are given in 
I15; Appendix AI. We shall not use this general result but verify in Sect. 3 more directly that the 
G-deformation property is satisfied in our present application. 
Recall [40; Sect. 61 that a G- ANR is a rctrizable G-space X such that every G-map Z ~ X 
from a closed G-subspace Z of a metrizable G-space Y into X has a G-extension U --~ X 
to a G-neighborhood U of Z in Y. This condition is satisfied in many interesting situations, 
cf. I40] or [ 15; Appendix BI for details. In particular itwill be satisfied in our present application 
(cf. 3.2). 
Now we formulate and prove the basic theorem which replaces and refines the usual Lusternik- 
Schnirelmann method for our present purposes. 
2.2. Theorem. Assume that L is a G-ANR and that ~ : L --+ ~ satisfies the G-deJbrmation 
ptr~perty with respect o K between a and b. Then one of the following two conditions holds: 
I(a, b): There is a number c E ]a, bl such that the orbit space Kc/G of Kc has positive 
dimension, 
I I (a,b): For some e > b and some cl < c2 < . . .  < ck in the interval ]a,b] there are 
G-invariant open subsets Vo, Vn, . . . .  Vk of L such that 
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( i )¢  ~ C Vot_JV~U...t.JVk, 
(ii) ~" C Vo and Vo is G-deformable (within L) into ~ preserving @~, 
(iii)for each i = 1, . . . ,  k there is a finite set Fi C K,, such that Vi is G-deformable (within L) 
into 
C.F,  I IC/C  
xeFi 
where Gx is the isotropy subgroup of x. 
Proof. Assume that neither I(a, b) nor II(a, b) holds. Let d be the greatest lower bound of those 
c e ]a, b] for which II(a, c) (i.e., the second condition with b replaced by c) does not hold. Then 
d > a, because with e > 0 as in 2.1(Do) every c e ]a, a + e[ satisfies lI(a, c) with e = a + e, 
k -- 0 and Vo = @a+~. For any x e Kd the orbit Gx ~ G/Gx is a G-ANR [40; 6.10 and 7.2], 
hence it has a G-neighborhood Ux in L with a G-retraction r : U~ --+ Gx. Since L is also a 
G-ANR by hypothesis, there is a (possibly) smaller G-neighborhood U x' of Gx such that the 
composition 
r 
U x " > Ux ----+ Gx ~ ~ L 
is G-homotopic to the inclusion, i.e., U" is G-deformable into Gx. Since Kd is compact (by (Dl) 
in 2.1) there is a finite set F C Kd such that (U'lx e F) is a covering of Kd. Since Ka/G has 
dimension 0, there is adisjobu family (Wxlx e F) of open G-sets such that Wx C Uj and still 
Kd C U Wx =: W. 
x6F 
Then W is G-deformable into G • F. Choose a closed G-neighborhood V C W of Kd. By (D2) 
in 2.1 there is an e e ]0, d - al and a G-deformation 0t : cl)d+~ -- V ~ L, 0 ~< t ~< 1, into 
¢,t--~ preserving ¢". Let Vo, Vi, . . . .  Vk be as in II (a, d -e )  (which holds by the definition of d). 
Then 0i°1 (Vo), Oi~l (Vi) . . . . .  O i-I(Vk), W is a covering of @d+,: which shows that ll(a, c) holds 
for all c ~ Id, d + el. This contradicts the definition of d and linishes the proof. 13 
Note that if one of the numbers ci in ll(a, b) is not a "critical value," i.e., not an element of 
@(K), then K,,, and hence V~ is empty. So the content of the theorem does not change if we 
require c~ to be a critical value for all i. Therefore it guarantees the existence of either infinitely 
many critical orbits or of more than r critical values if one can show that ll(a, b) is compatible 
with the topological structure of the G-pair (@b ~a) only if k > r. One way to do this uses 
the same idea as the cup-length estimate for Lusternik-Schnirelmann category and works as 
follows. 
2.3. Let h* be a multiplicative cohomology theory on the category of G-spaces as in [15; 4. I1. 
In our applications h* will be Borel cohomology with lF2-coefficients which is defined as 
H~.(X; ~2) :-- H*(EG × X; ~'2) 
G 
= singular cohomology with F2-coefficients of the orbit space E G x X of E G × X (with the 
G 
diagonal action). Here EG is the total space of the universal principal G-bundle EG ---+ B G. 
See [16; III.1], [25; Sect. 1] or [15; 5.4] for more details. 
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2.4. Proposition. Assume that II(a, b) of 2.2 holds and that for each i ~ { 1 . . . . .  k} we have a 
cohomology class Ol i E h*(L) which restricts to 0 on Gx C L for each x ~ Fi. Then 
h*(L, ap").al . ' ' ak  
restricts to 0 on (aP e, aPa). 
Proof. Since G • F~ is the disjoint union of all Gx for x e F~, the class oti restricts to 0 on 
G • F/. Since Vi is G-deformable into G • F/the same class also restricts to 0 on V/. From the 
cohomology exact sequence of the pair (L, V/) one gets a preimage 6~i e h* (L, V/) of ui. 
Any or ~ h*(L, ~") restricts to 0 on (Vo, *")  because there is a G-deformation of Vo into 
• " preserving ¢". The cohomology exact sequence of the triple (L, Vo, *")  gives a preimage 
E h*(L, Vo) of a. 
The restriction of the product aa l . . .o0 ,  ~ h*(L, ~") to h*(~", ~") is the same as that of 
~6tt. . .6tk ~ h*(L, VoUVtU. . .UVk)henceOs ince~ e C VoUVIU . . .UV i , .  [] 
In the applications of Proposition 2.4 one starts, of course, the other way around. Usually one 
knows that a certain product of cohomology classes does not vanish and one wants to guarantee 
a certain number of critical values or at least orbits. If it is not known in advance which isotropy 
groups occur in the critical set K the condition in 2.4 that ai restricts to 0 on each orbit in 
F~ • G may be hard to handle. We give a general description which looks a little complicated. 
Fortunately, it will simplify considerably in our specific applications. 
For any G-set X let ~I(X) be the set of those subgroups H of G which occur as isotropy groups 
in X. For any f ~ h*(L) let ~(fl) be the set of all subgroups H of G with the property that f 
restricts to 0 on every G-orbit of L with isotropy group H. 
Suppose now that fll . . . . .  fir ~ h*(L) are such that, for every e > b, h*(L, ~") . f t  " " f,. 
does not restrict o 0 on (~", , " ) .  Then, if condition ll(a, b) of 2.2 holds there is no injective 
map tz : { I . . . . .  k } ==* i ! . . . .  , r} with 2(K,:,) C N( f , , , )  for all i c II . . . . .  k}. A well known 
theorem in combinatorics says 
2,S. Proposition, An injective map as above exists if and only if all subsets ! t~'{l, . . . .  k} 
satisfy 
card i <~ card {j ~ { l . . . .  , r } [ 2(K,,, ) C ~(f l j )  for at least one i ~ i }. 
This is related to the so-called marriage problem. For a proof cf., e.g., [12, Sect. 2]. 
Now, Theorem 2.2 and Propositions 2.4 and 2.5 together give 
2.6. Theorem. Assume that L is a G-ANR and that ap : L ~ ~, satisfies the G-deformation 
property with respect o K between a and b. Furthermore let h* be a multiplicative cohomology 
theory on the category of  G-spaces and suppose that there exist classes f l  . . . . .  f,. E h* ( L ) such 
that, Jor every e > b, h*(L, ~c~). f i t ' "  fr does not restrict to 0 on (@e, @a). Then one of  the 
fidlowing two conditions hoMs: 
(a) There is" a critical value c E ]a,b] such that the orbit space Kc /G  of  Kc has positive 
dimension. 
(b) There are critical values ct < c2 < . . .  < Ck in ]a, b] such that 
k > card {j E { l, . . . ,  r} I 2(Kq) C 3q([3j) for at least one i E { 1 . . . . .  k }}. 
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How can one use this? We discuss ome special cases where we always assume the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2.6 to be true and indicate the additional assumptions. 
2.7. Suppose that the action of G on K n * - l ]a ,  b] is free. Then 2(K~,) contains only the unit 
group and the condition 2(K,., ) C 2ff(/~j) ust means that/~j restricts to 0 under each G-embedding 
G ---> Kc~.InBorelcohomologyh*(X) = H*(EG x X) wehaveh*(G) = H*(EG) = H*(pt) 
G 
so that the condition holds for all ~j ~ hn(L) with n > 0 (where H* is any cohomology theory 
satisfying the dimension axiom, e.g., singular cohomology with any coefficients). 
2.8. It can happen that ~(~.i) ~ 2(K N * - l ]a ,  b]) for all j e {1, . . . ,  r}. Then ?.6(b) gives 
k > r. In particular this is true if fli restricts to 0 on each orbit not reduced to a point, and the 
action of G on K f3 * - l ]a ,  b] has no fixed (= stationary) points. 
2.9. In the proofs of the statements made in Sect. 1 we will only sometimes have the situation 
of 2.8. However, it will always be the case that for a certain pair 9' C 3 of sets of closed 
subgroups of G and for a certain number ' ~< r we have 
for j ~< r', 
:N'(fli) ~ ~' for a l l j  
and ~I(K N * - l ]a ,  b]) C 9. Then condition (b) of 2.6 says that one of the following is true: 
(b') There are more than r critical values in ]a, b]. 
(b") There are more than r' critical values c in ]a, bl with 2(Kc) ¢. ~'. 
One obtains (b') from 2.6(b) if ~I(K,,,) C 9' for an least one i, and (b") otherwise. 
3. The case of closed geodesics 
Let M be a paracompact finite-dimensional t~q-manifold (2 <~ q ~ o~) without boundary, and 
let AM be the set of continuous maps F : SI ~ M such that tor every C't-function q~ : M -~, ]1~ 
the composite tpy : S ~ ~ 11~ is the integral of an Lg-function (i.e., it is absolutely continuous and 
its derivative is square integrable). It is well known (at least for q = ~)  that AM can be given 
the structure of a paracompact t~'t-I-Hilbert manifold (cf. [41; Sect. 131 or [31; 2.3 and 2.41). 
An easy way to prove this which we have not seen in the literature is the following: 
Take first M = I~" with the standard inner product (., .) and the corresponding euclidean 
norm II • II. Then AII~" is a (real) Hilbert space with the inner product 
tl)^ := fo I 
I d 2nit) d 2.. ) (ot(eEnit), [3(e2nit)) q-. I.~ot(e , -~(e  ) dt. 
3.1. Lemma. Let U be an open subset of I~" and f • U ---> I~" a eq-map (1 <~ q <~ ~).  Then 
A U is open in A ~" and y ~ f y defines a C_,q-i-map Af  " A U -->, A R'". 
Proof. It is an easy exercise to show I ly(z) l l  ~ 2. I l f l l ,x for all y ~ AI~" and z ~ S I. This 
immediately implies that A U is open in AI~". Next one checks that fy  ~ A~'" for all y ~ A U 
(using f ~ e l) and that Af  is continuous (using the above inequality and again f ¢ e I ). Finally, 
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if q >/2 and f '  : U ~ Lin (I~", W") denotes the derivative of f ,  we have 
[ (A f ) ' (y ) .  s~](z) = [(Af')(~,)l(z)- ~(z) = f ' (y(z) ) .  ~(z) 
for all y ~ AU, ~ e AW' and z ~ S I. Then one proceeds by induction. [] 
As in the beginning let now M be a paracompact fnite-dimensional t2q-manifold without 
boundary and 2 ~< q <~ c~. Choose a closed eq-embedding M C ll~" for some n. There is 
an open neighborhood U of M in I~" and a (2q-retraction r : U --+ M [39; 5.5 Theorem]. If 
i : M ~ U is the inclusion then A(ir) is an idempotent t~q-l-map of AU into itself, whose 
fixed point set is AM. Hence AM is a Cq-l-Hilbert submanifold of AU C AI~", which is 
obviously paracompact. 
If M' is another manifold like M with a closed eq-embedding i' : M' '---> I~"' and f : M --> M' 
a ff;-map then A( i ' f r )  : AU ~ A/t~"' is a 12q-l-map, hence the same is true for its restriction 
A f  : AM ~ AM'. In particular it follows that the eq-l-structure on AM does not depend 
on the choice of the embedding, of U, or of r (by taking M' = M and f = id M), and that A is 
a functor. 
The action of 0(2) on AM is given by 
(gy)(e ~t) = y(g- leit) ,  g E O(2), y ~ AM. 
Its properties can be studied by again looking at a closed e';-embedding M C I~'. The action 
0(2) x AM ; AM is continuous, though not differentiable. But forevery fixedg e O(2) the 
map y w~ gy is a (bounded) linear operator on AII~", hence a 12q-l-map on AM. Furthermore 
we have 
3.2. Lemma. A M is an O(2)-ANR. 
Proof, AI~" is an O(2)-AR 140; 6.51. Heulce the open subset AU (notation as above) and its 
retract AM are O(2)-ANRs I40; 6.71; compare also 115; Appendix BI. 153 
Now let a C'~=~-Riemannian metric be given on M, so that we have the energy function 
E : AM -~ 11~ defined by 
li I ' E(y) "= ~ -~y(e 2~r't) dt, 
where this time U" II is the norm belonging to the Riemannian metric on M. The energy is an 
O(2)-invariant eq~-t'unction and we may speak of its critical set 
K := {y ~ AMI (dE) (~, )= 0}. 
From now on we assume that M is compact and (for simplicity) that q = c~.  
3.3. Lemma, The energy function E has the O(2)-deformation property (in the sense of 2.1 ) with 
respect to its critical set K between 0and o¢~ (i.e., between 0and b for all b > 0). Furthermore 
K N E b is compact for all b. 
Proof, E ° ~ M is an ANR with trivial O(2)-action, hence an O(2)-ANR. In 3.2 we saw that 
AM is also an O(2)-ANR. Therefore E ° has an O(2)-neighborhood V in AM which is 0(2)- 
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deformable into E ° leaving E ° pointwise fixed. By the compactness of M there is an e > 0 with 
E e C V. This proves (Do) of 2.1. 
It is well known [31; 2.4.9] that (since M is compact) the energy function satisfies the Palais- 
Smale condition: 
Any sequence (Yn) in AM such that (E(y,,)) is bounded and 
((dE)(yn)) converges to zero has a convergent subsequence. (PS) 
From this the compactness of K N E b for all b, hence in particular condition (Dl) of 2.1, follow 
immediately, and by well known methods one can also derive (D2) from it [ 15; Appendix A]. [] 
Now we are in the position to apply the results of Sect. 2, in particular Theorem 2.6 to the 
case L = A M, • = E, and G = 0(2). At the same time we want to pass from energy levels to 
length levels in AM. Deviating a little from standard notation we use ArM to denote the set of 
all y ~ AM whose length (not energy) is <~ l. Length is a continuous function e on AM defined 
by 
o d y(e2rri, )
It is related to energy by the inequality E(y) I> ½[e(y)l 2for all g ~ AM, and equality holds 
if ond only if the parametrization f y is proportional to arc length; hence for such curves, in 
particular for geodesics, there is a bijective correspondence b tween energy and length levels. 
Observe now that Theorem 2.2 guarantees the existence of at least one closed geodesic if 
for some e ~ ]0, cx~[ the space E ~ C AM is not O(2)-deformable into E ° = A°M = M 
preserving M. The latter is well known to be the case for every M. It is obvious if the fundamental 
group Jrl (M) does not vanish. For a simply connected manifold M there are several possibilities 
to argue. The most elementary is as follows: Since M is closed it is not contractible. So there 
is an m > I such that the homotopy group 7r,,, (M) does not vanish. If we take m minimal with 
this property then ~r,,,~l (AM) ~ 0 = 7r,,,~1 (M), which easily implies that there is an e such that 
E" is not deformable into E ° = M even if the O(2)-action is neglected. Another way is to find 
a cohomology theory h* as in 2.3 such that 
h*(AM, M) -~  h*(E e, M) 
induced by the inclusion does not vanish. Actually this is always the case for singular cohomology 
with any (non-zero) coefficients and e sufficiently large. Then one can also apply Theorem 2.6 
instead of 2.2. 
Let/rain be the greatest lower bound of the lengths of closed geodesics. The Palais-Smale 
condition for the energy function implies the existence of a sequence (V,,) of parametrized 
closed geodesics converging to an element y ~ A M with length/rain. This y is either a (non- 
constant) parametrized closed geodesic or a single point x ~ M. But the latter is excluded by 
well known local properties of Riemannian manifolds. So we have 
3.4. Proposition. Every closed Riemannian manifold has a closed geodesic with minimal length. 
For closed geodesics only the cyclic subgroups R,, ~ Z/n of SO(2) occur as isotropy groups, 
i.e., in the notation of Sect. 2 we have [I(K - A°M) C {R,, I n = 1,2 , . . .  }. Theorem 2.6 here 
takes the form 
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3.5. Theorem. Let M be a compact Riemannian e~-manifold and let h* be a multiplicative co- 
homology theo~ on the category of O(2)-spaces. Suppose thatjbr a certain number/max E ]0, OO[ 
there exist classes ~l . . . .  , ~r ~ h*(AM) such that h*(AM, M) . ~l "'" l~r does not restrict to 0 
on (Atm~'M, M). Then one of the following two conditions holds: 
(a) There is an I ~ ]0,/max] such that the space of prime closed geodesics on M of length l
has positive dimension. 
(b) There are k closed geodesics on M with lengths ll < 12 < . . .  < lk ~ ]0,/max] and k is 
greater than the number of those j ~ { 1 . . . . .  r} for which there exists an i ~ { 1, . . . ,  k} such 
that R, E 3V(~/) for every n which occurs as the multiplicity of a closed geodesics of length li. 
This admittedly somewhat complicated statement has the following simple corollaries and these 
are what we shall actually use in the applications: 
3.6. Corollary. If in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5 we have 
R,, E 3g(fli) if n is odd or j <<, r2 
for all n = I, 2 . . . .  and some fixed r2 <~ r, then one of the fbllowing three conditions holds: 
(a) There is an l E ]0, lma~l such that the space of prime closed geodesics on M of length l
has positive dimension. 
(b) There are more than r different lengths <~ /max of closed geodesics on M. 
(b2) There are more than r2 different lengths <~ 1/ma x of closed geodesics on M. 
3.7. Corollary. If furthermore, in addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 3.6, we have r <~ 
2r~ + I then 
(I) M has at least r + I closed geodesics with length <~ I,~,~, 
(2) Either Jot some I ~ I.~,a~ the space of prime closed geodesics on M t~'length I has positive 
dimension, or there are at least ](r + I)/pl d(fferent lengths <~ Im,~s of prime closed geodesics 
on M. where p := II.,,,./ I..,,I and I~ai. is the minimal ength of a closed geodesic. 
Proof of 3,7 from 3,6, If (a) or (b) in 3.6 holds then 3.7 is obvious. If (b2) holds then there are 
at least l(r2 + l) /p2[ different lengths ~< t ~lmax of prime closed geodesics on M, where 
lmax ! /max P 
Assertion (2) in 3,7 follows becau,,~e 
]r" + l I >~ ] 2(r2 + l) [ >~ ] r  + l 
p --7-[ 
Assertion (i) follows from the fact that every prime closed geodesic with length <~ t ~lmax has 
twice as many multiples with length <~/max sit has with length ~< i ~lmax. Note that this argument 
does not give twice as many different lengths <~ Imax of closed geodesics as one had <~ ! ~lmax. [[] 
Proof of 3,6 from 3,5, This is an instance of 2.9: One gets 3.6(b) from 3.5(b) if all the closed 
geodesics referred to in 3,5(b) have odd multiplicity. Otherwise one gets (b2). El 
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Proof of 3.5. There are two obstructions which prevent 3.5 from being an immediate corollary 
of 2.6. One is the use of length instead of energy, The other is the word "prime" in 3.5(a). The 
first can be overcome by 
12 Then A t 3.8. Lemma. Let M be a closed Riemannian C°°-manifold and let i > 0, e > ~l . M 
is O(2)-deformable into E ~ (within itself and afortiori within AM) preserving A°M = M. 
We prove this lemma below and first use it to proceed with the proof of 3.5. 
1 2 This is done by applying Theorem 2.6 in the case L = AM, G = 0(2), a = 0 and b = ~.lma x- 
The lemma shows (with I =/max) that the inclusion 
(At'""~M, M) " > (AM, M) 
is O(2)-homotopic to some map into (E ~, M) for any e > b. Therefore h*(AM, M) /~. . .  fir 
does not restrict o 0 on (E ~, M), and the hypotheses of Theorem 2.6 are satisfied. 
To justify the word "prime" in 3.5(a) let K(l, n) C AM~O(2) be the set of closed geodesics 
on M with length I and multiplicity n. For given l there is an no such that K (l, n) = ~ for all 
n > no. If K (l, 1), . . . ,  K (l, no) all have dimension 0 the same follows for 
K(i, no) UK(l ,  no - l )U . . .UK( l ,  no -q) ,  q= 1 . . . . .  no -1  
by induction on q, because K (l, no) t.J K (l, no - I ) U. . .  U K (/, no-q + I ) is closed in K (i, no) U 
K(l, no -  1) U . . .  U K(l, no -q)  (cf., e.g., 126; Chap. ll,Sect. 3, Cor. 21). Hence, if the space 
K (1, no) U . . .  13 K (l, 1 ) of all closed geodesics of length i has positive dimension then so has 
K(I, n) for some n. Since K(l, n) is homeomorphic to K(l/n, 1) this shows: If 3.5(a)is false 
I 2 then so is 2.6(a) with b = 7lm,,x. Thus we have 2.6(b) which implies 3.5(b). [] 
Proof of Lemma 3.8. The result is contained in 16; Theorem 4 and Sect. 71. There an 0(2)- 
equivariant homotopy of A M into itself is constructed which starts with the identity, leaves the 
constant (one point) curves tixed, and moves each non-constant y c AM along a family of 
reparametrizations of y such that in the end the parameter is proportional to arc length. This 
means that 3.8 even remains valid if e = ½12 is allowed. 
For our version of 3.8 there is a much easier proof which we found after a discussion with 
Steffen Heinze and Benjamin Schweizer. We also use the idea of reparametrizing on-constant 
curves proportional to arc length, but it suffices to do this approximately. For the purpose of this 
proof we identify I~/Z with S ! by t t---> exp(2a'it) and we represent elements of AM by periodic 
maps y : 1~ --, M with period 1. Choose e > 0, and for every y and every s ~ 10, i1 define the 
real functions fv and Fv..~. by 
1' f,, IIy'(t)ll + e F v,,(t) '= (1 - s)t + s ./~,(t)dr + s t . f ) ( r )dr .  fv ( t ) :=  e(y)+e ' " 
Each function Fv..,. is absolutely continuous with derivative t> ~/(e(y) + e) almost everywhere. 
One can check that (y,s)  ~ y.,. := y o F -I is a continuous map from AM x [0, 1] to AM, y,S 
and it is O(2)-equivariant due to the last term (integration constant) in the definition of F~,..,(t). 
Obviously ~,. has the same length for every s, and an easy calculation gives E (YI) ~ ½ (e (y) + e)2. 
We obtain our lemma by choosing e such that ½(l + e) 2 < e. I-'1 
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4. Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Spheres) 
If G is a topological group and h* a multiplicative cohomology theory on the category of 
G-spaces (for a definition cf., e.g., [ 15; 4.11) then for every G-space X the unique map X ~ pt 
(= one point space) induces a canonical homomorphism of graded rings h*(pt) --+ h*(X). 
Frequently we will use the same letter for an element of h* (pt) and its image under this homo- 
morphism. 
If H* is a multiplicative cohomology theory on spaces without group action one can define a 
cohomology theory H3 on G-spaces by 
*X  H~( ) = H*(EG x X) 
G 
where EG -----+ B G is the universal principal G-bundle (Borel construction, Borel cohomology, 
cf. e.g. [ 16; III. 1 ]). In this case H3 (pt) = H*(B G) is the (original non-equivariant)cohomology 
of the classifying space BG. 
From now on in this section and in the next one H* will always be singular cohomology with 
coefficients in the prime field F2 = Z/2 (which we suppress in the notation), and likewise H. 
for homology. The group G will be 0(2) or a closed subgroup of it. In particular we have 
H~{2)(Pt) = H*(BO(2)) = F2[wt, w21, 
the graded polynomial algebra over F2 with the universal Stiefel-Whitney classes w~, w2 as 
generators in degrees (= dimensions) 1and 2 resp. (cf., e.g., [44; 16.10]). 
Assume now the hypotheses of Theorem I. !. So M is a simply connected closed Riemannian 
C~-manifold such that for some m t> 2 
i l k (M)=Hk(M)=O if 0<k <m. 
Furthermore we have a Cl=map f ' S" =+ M s, uch' that the induced homomorphisms 
,I +* 
F: N Hm(S m) J_L~+ H,,,(M) and H ' (M)  ~ Hm(s m) "~ IF2 
are non-zero,  
Consider the (compact) subspace C C AS m whose elements are the constant (one point) 
curves and the (ordinary round) circles on S" parametrized proportionally to arc length. The 
number/mint in Theorem 1,1 is the maximal value of the length function on the (compact) space 
(Af)(C) C AM. So in the notation of Sect. 3 we have (Af)(C) C At"'~M. 
We are going to use Corollary 3.7 of Theorem 3.5 with this/max and with h* = H~c2). The 
task is to find suitable classes •!, . . . .  /~,, ~ H~c2}(AM) such that Hc~c:>(AM, M)./~l • "/~r does 
not restrict o 0 on (At,,~ M, M). 
For this let A C C be the subspace of all great circles on S m (parametrized by arc length) 
which is the same as the Stiefel manifold of orthonormal 2-frames in I~ ''+~ and as the space of 
unit tangent vectors of Sm. We also use the notation C t = C n At(S m) hence C O = A°S m = Sm. 
The map p : C -  C o ~ A which sends each non-constant circle into the great circle parallel 
to it is a bundle with fibre an open (m - I)-disk. It is an O(2)-map and 0(2) acts freely on A 
(therefore also on C - C°). l-tence, for every closed subgroup G of 0(2), passing to orbit spaces 
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gives also an (m - 1)-disk bundle 
p/G : (C -C° ) /G  > A/G.  
It has a (unique) Thorn class r c (remember that we always use mod 2 coefficients) which is 
an element of H~ '- l  (C - C °, C ~ - C °) = H~ -I (C, C t) = H~ -l (C, C °) with 0 < e < 2Jr. 
In this section we need this only for G = 0(2) but in the next one we will use it also for 
G -- O(1) ----- Z/2. 
The orbit space A/O(2) is nothing else but the the Grassmannian G (2, m-  1 ) of (non-oriented) 
planes in R m+l through the origin. Since 0(2) acts freely on A we have 
Ht~(2)(A) = H*(A/O(2))--  H*(G(2, m-1) )  
(cf., e.g., [ 1 6; III (1.1 1)]). This cohomology is known. In terms of the canonical ring homomor- 
phism 
1~'21031, 032] " -  H*(BO(2)) = Ht~t2)(Pt ) > H~t2)(A) = H*(G(2, m-  1)) 
and using the letters 031,032 also for the images under this map (cf. beginning of this section) we 
have 
4.1. ProposRion. ( l )As a ring with unit, H*(G(2, m-  1)) is generated by 031 and 032. 
(2) If q and s are the integers uch that m = 2 q + s and 0 <~ s < 2q then the product 
03~m-Z~'-z03[ is non-zero in H*(G(2, m-  1)) (and it has the maximal number of factors of 
positive dimension with this property). 
Proof. The first assertion (I) is a result of S.-S. Chern [ 14; p. 370 Theorem 2] and was also proved 
(by different methods) by A. Borel [ 13; Th6or~me 1I. 1 and Prop. I 1.1 ]. The second assertion (2), 
in a somewhat different formulation, goes back to S. I. Al'ber [3; Sect. 13]. Complete descriptions 
of the relations between wi and w2 are also contained in [ 14] and [ 13]. It is not hard to derive (2) 
from that, and this was done explicitely in 130; 2.3.31. D 
From (2) and the Thom isomorphism for the (m - l)-disk bundle 
p/O(2) : (C -C° ) /0 (2)  ----> A/O(2) = G(2, m-1)  
we obtain 
2m-2s -2  s • ro(2)w I w 2 ~ 0 in Ho(2)(C, cO), (4.2) 
m-I  ,--, where %(2) ~ H~(2) (C, C °) = H°(G(2, m - 1)) = F2 is the Thorn class as above. 
/ . /m-  ! In Lemma 4.4 we shall prove that %(2) is in the image of "0(2) (A M, M) under the map induced 
by ^f 
(C, C °) = (C, S m) ,-----> (AS", S m) ----+ (AM, M). 
Therefore (4.2) shows that the restriction of 
Ho(2)(AM, M) . w~-2"-aw~ 
to ( (Af)(C),  (Af)(C°))  and hence to (Atm"'M, M) does not vanish. 
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The only question left is for which n = 1 .2 . . .  are the classes w l and w2 equal to 0 in 
H3(z)(O(2)/R,) = n*(eo(2)  × O(2)/R,) = H*((EO(2))/R,,) = H*(BR,,), 
O(2) 
where R, is the rotation group of order n. This is answered by 
4.3. Proposition. (1) For n odd, Hk(BR,) = O for all k > O, in particular 113 ! ~-  113 2 = 0 in 
H*(BRn). 
(2) Far all n one has wl = 0 in H i (B Rn). 
Proof. H*(B Rn) is also the cohomology of the group R, ~ Z/n in the algebraic sense. With 
coefficients mod 2 we obtain (1), e.g., from [33; Chap. IV, Prop. 5.3]. The canonical homo- 
morphism H*(BO(2)) --~ H*(BR,) factors through H*(BSO(2)) = H*(CP ~) and we get (2) 
because Hk(CP ~) = 0 for all odd k. l-1 
Now we have verified all the hypotheses of 3.6 with 
r = 2m -s  - 2 =m + 2 q - -  2 <~ 3 . (2  q - 1), 
r2 = 2(m - s) - 2 = 2. (2  q - -  1 ) .  
Obviously r ~< 2r2 + 1 (since q >t i), so Corollary 3.7 gives the conclusion of Theorem 1.1. [] 
It remains to prove 
4.4. Lemma. Under the assumptions made on f " S m --+ M the homomorphism 
t4" -  I C o) ... ,~ /=/~=t(AM, M) ~ H~=l(C, S m) = .o¢; (C, = H{~(A/G) = F2 
induced by A f is non.zetv, and hence surjective, jor every closed subgtwup G o.I'O(2). 
Proof, Let A M denote the O(2)-spae¢ of all continuous closed curves with the compact-open 
topology. Since the inclusion of AM into AM is equivariant and continuous [41; Sect. 13], 
131; 2.3] (actually the inclusion is even a homotopy ~uivalence 130; 1.2.10 Theoreml but we 
do not need that at this point) it suffices to prove that A f induces a non-zero homomorphism 
H~-I(XM, M) .~ H~-t(C, Sin). 
From the hypothesis that M is simply connected and Hk(M) = 0 if 0 < k < m one obtains 
canonical isomorphisms 
H~.(AM, M) ~ H~(AM, M) -~ Hk(~M, pt ) -~ Hk+l(M) (4.5) 
tbr 0 ~< k < m (implying of course that all of the groups are trivial if 0 ~< k < m - 1 ) as follows: 
The last of these three isomorphisms i a standard application of the Leray-Serre spectral 
sequence in cohomology mod 2 for the path-loop fibration f~M ~ PM ~ M (cf., e.g., 
[34; Sect. 5.2.21). 
To obtain the other two isomorphisms in (4.5) consider apair of fibrations 
4," (E .  E ' )  - .~ (B, B) 
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with 0-connected base B and fibre pair (F, F'). Then there is a relative version of the Leray- 
Serre spectral sequence converging to H*(E, E') such that the E2-term E~ "q is p-dimensional 
(singular) cohomology of B with coefficients in the local system of Y2-vectorspaces formed by 
H '! (F, F') with the usual operation of n'l (B), cf., e.g., [34; Chap. 5] together with [44; Remark 2 
on p. 351]. In particular, E °'q is the fixed point subvectorspace Hq(F, F') Jr~cB) of Hq(F, F') 
under the action of n'l(B). If, in addition, Hq(F, F') = 0 for all q < k, then the inclusion 
,~ o,k = H k F,)rr~B) (F, F') ~ ~ (E, E') induces the isomorphism HK(E, E') = E~ ~ = E z (F, . 
Now we obtain the second isomorphism in (4.5) by taking 
B=M,  
N 
(E, E') = (AM, M), $(~,) = ~,(1) for all ~, 6 AM. 
Here n'! (B) = a'l (M) = 0, hence the local coefficient system is simple. 
For the first isomorphism in (4.5) we take 
B=BG,  
dp " EG × AM 
G 
(E, E') = (EG x AM,  BG x M), 
G 
> BG the canonical projection. 
In this case the local coefficient system might not be simple. The action of zrl (B) = :rl(BG) = 
a'0(G) on the cohomology of the fibre pair (AM, M) is induced by the standard O(2)-action 
on AM. Since Jro(O(l)) ~ n'0(O(2)) we need only look at the O(l)-action. But the fibrations 
giving the second and third isomorp.hisms in (4.5) are O(l)-equivariant and O(1) acts trivially 
on M = A°M. Hence a'l (B) = 7to(G) acts trivially on Hk(~,M, M) for0 ~< k < m. 
The isomorphisms (4.5) are natural with respect o f • S m ---> M. Hence, in order to prove 
Lemma 4.4, it is enough to show that the inclusion j • C ~ AS"  induces a non-zero homo- 
morphism j* " H" ' - I (AS  '', S m) ---+ H ' '- i  (C, S"). Define g • (D ' ' - i  , S ' '-2) ~ (C, S'") 
(where Dm-! is the closed unit disk in II~ ''-~) by 
g(x)(e") = (x, ~/I - Ilxll 2. cost, ~ - Ilxll ~-. sint). 
Denoting by D m the upper hemisphere of S m, there is a unique map h making the following 
diagram commutative 
I¢ i 
(D" -  t, S"-2) ~ (C, S m) L > 
h t 
' i l l  ?~! (S  s - l ,p t )  > ~2(S /D+,pt )  ' > 
(A S'", S'") 
m m (A(S /O+ ), Sm/D;"), 
(4.6) 
where 9 and ~p are the canonical projectioas onto quotient spaces. Obviously ~p induces an 
isomorphism in (co)homology. The adjoint of h, 
S m ~= ]~S m- ! ~ Sin~ D"÷ ="~ S" 
(~ denoting reduced suspension) is a map of degree :t: 1, hence h induces an isomorphism in 
H m-I by the (co)homology suspension theorem (cf., e.g., [44; 15.45]). By (4.5) the inclusion i
also induces an isomorphism in H m-~. Now the commutativity of (4.6) tells us that j* is indeed 
non-zero in H m-l. [:] 
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5. Proof of Theorem 1.3 (Projective Spaces) including Supplement 1.7 
As in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in the previous ection we will apply Corollary 3.7, this time 
however not only with Borel cohomology for the group 0(2) but (following Rademacher [42]) 
also for O(1) ~ Z/2 which we embed into 0(2) by [,o] 
e:  > 0 ~ " 
Assume we have a simply connected closed Riemannian C~-manifold M and a el-map 
f : FP'n > M, where IFPm is the projective space over IF, which stands for the complex 
numbers C, the quaternions ]HIor the Cayley numbers Ca (m ~< 2 in this last case). For d = dim• IF 
(= 2, 4 or 8) assume that 
Hk(M)=O fo r0<k<d,  and 
(5.1) 
f* : HJ(M) ---> Hd(IFP m) ~-- F2 is non-zero, hence surjective, 
where like in the previous ection H* is singular cohomology with mod 2 coefficients. This is 
the same hypothesis as (I.8) in Supplement 1.7. In Theorem 1.3 itself we made the stronger 
hypothesis that f induces an isomorphism in all of H*. 
We proceed similarly to Sect. 4. This time C C A(Fpm) is the compact space of those 
closed curves on Fpm which are one point curves or circles in the sense of Sect. 4 on one of 
the projective lines in F pro. Remember that Fpm has a canonical metric such that each of these 
lines is isometric to the standard -sphere (Sect. 1 and [ 11; Chap. 31). Again/max is the maximal 
value of the length function on (Af)(C). 
By A we denote the subspace of C consisting of all great circles on one of the projective lines 
and with C t := C N At(Fp ") we define p : C -  C o ---* A by sending every non-constant 
circle to the great circle which lies on the same projective line and is parallel to it. The map p is 
an O(2)-equivariant bundle with fibre an open (d ~- i )-disk and for every closed subgroup G of 
0(2) it induces 
p/G : (C -C° ) /G  ~ A/G, 
which is again a bundle with fibre an open (d -  l)-disk (because 0(2) acts freely on A). Let 
r G ~ H g-t (C, C °) be its Thorn class (details as in Sect. 4). 
5,2. Proposition, Under the a~sumptions made on f : F P m - ,  M, the homomorphism 
Ht, l=t ___, tj,/=ler, ,.~ HO(A/G) = (AM, M) - ,.~ ~,.-, C °) = "" F2 induced by 
(C, C °) = (C, FP" )  ~--, ~A(Fpm), FP m) - ->  ^f (AM, M) 
is non-zero, hence surjective, for every closed subgroup G of O(2). 
Proof. If L is a projective line in F pm then the composition 
S a ~ p,,, ~ . ,  =L~- ' -~-F  M 
satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4.4 with d instead of m. Hence even if we restrict A f  to 
(C N A L, L) we get a o~ zero homomorphism in HG a-t, the more so if we restrict only to 
(C, C o) = (C, FPm). El 
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Now we consider the case G = O(1) and the corresponding Borel cohomology theory H3tl) 
with mod 2 coefficients. Its coefficient algebra H~cl)(Pt) = H*(BO(I)) = H*(B(Z/2)) = 
H*(II~P °°) = IFg[Wl] is the polynominal algebra generated by the first Stiefel-Whitney class 
Wl ~ HI(BO(1)). 
The base-point map 9M : AM ---* M which associates to each closed curve >, ~ AM 
its base-point },(1) is O(1)-invariant and gives rise to the following commutative diagram of 
O(1 )-equivariant maps 
^f 
A ~ > C ~ AFP  m ; AM 
f 
~ pm - - - ->  M.  
Let c ~ H a (Fpm) be the generator. By assumption there is an element z ~ H a (M) with f*z = c. 
Let ~ be the image of 1 ® z under the map 
* 
~o M 
H* (BOil)) ® H*(M) = H* (BOi l )  × M) = HT~t~)iM) > B~I)iAM). 
Similarly we construct ~" from c. Then (Af)*~ = b by the diagram above. Rademacher has 
shown 
5.3. Proposition [42; 4.1]. For the integers q and s as in Proposition 4.1, i.e., characterized by 
m = 2 't + s and 0 ~ s < 2q, the product 
w~a,,,-za.,.-d-i (E~IA)2s+l 
is non-zero in H~ci)(A) (and it has the maximal number of factom of positive dimension with 
this property). ['3 
By the Thorn isomorphism we get that 
T 
.2thn-2ds-d-  i I , oil)w1 (~'IC) 2''+ # 0 in HOtl)(C, C°), (5.4) 
where roe1) is the Thorn class of the bundle p/O(I) : (C -C° ) /O(1)  ~ A/O(I).  By Propo- 
sition 5.2 this Thorn class roct) is in the image of Hdoi]l)(AM, M). Therefore (5.4) shows that 
the restriction of H~cI)(AM, M).  w~a"-2d"-a-l~ z'+l to ( (Af) (C) ,  (Af)(C) f3 M) and hence to 
(A t,,,~' M, M) does not vanish. Both factors Wl and ~ restrict o 0 on 
H79fl)(O(2)/Rn) = H*(O(2)/ (O(1). R,,) ) = H* (SO(2)/R,,) = H*(S l) 
for all n and under any O(2)-equivariant map O(2)/R,, ~ AM. This is clear for ~ because its 
dimension is d > 1, and it follows for wl from the factorization of O(2)-maps 
O(2)/R,, ---> 0(2) /S0(2)=O(1)  ~ pt 
and the fact that H~tl) (O( 1 )) = H* (pt). 
Thus we have verified all the hypotheses of 3.6 with 
r = r2  - "  2din - 2(d - l)s -d .  
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The number + 1 is nothing else but gff(m) (1.6) and it equals the number ga(m) used in 
Theorem 1.3 if 
d=2 or d - -4  and s> 1. 
So Corollary 3.7 (even a particularly simple version of it in which the distinction between r
and r2 plays no r61e) gives the conclusion of Theorem 1.3 under the weakened hypothesis (1.8) 
= (5.1) if either gd(m) is replaced by gff(m) or one excludes the cases 
IF=H,  d = 4and s=0,  1, 
IF = Ca, d = 8 and m = 1,2 (in particular s = 0). 
In order to obtain the full result also in these cases (where gff(m) is smaller than gd(m)) we 
return to G = 0(2) and we use O(2)-Borel cohomology H3(2) (again with IFg-coefficients). 
First we settle the case IF = Ca, d = 8, m = 1 or 2. (Actually one could always restrict o 
m >/2 because for m = 1 Theorem 1.3 together with Supplement 1.7 is the same as Theorem 1. i 
with d instead of m.) Klingenberg has shown in [29; 4.2] that- 16m-2 , w ! :# 0in H~{2)(A). TheThom 
isomorphism for the bundle 
p/O(2)  " (C - C° ) /0 (2 )  ~ A/O(2)  
16m-2 C 0) gives ro(z)w 1 ~- 0 in H~a)(C, like in (4.2) and (5.4). Using Proposition 5.2 we conclude 
that the restriction of 
H~*~¢:~(AM, )  . wl 6'~-2 
to ((Af)(C),  (Af)(C) f3 M) and hence to (AI,,,,~M, M) does not vanish. We know already 
from 4.3(2) that wl = 0 in Ht(B R,) for every n. Thus we have verified all the hypotheses of 3.6 
with 
r=r~=16m-2=gh s'(m) ~ I = gr(m) - I 
and 3.7 gives Theorem !.3 including Supplement 1.7 in the case we are considering (IF = Ca). 
Note that g~ (nt) is only 16m - 7, so that the first method based on O(I)-cohomology gives a 
much weaker esult. 
Now only the case d = 4, s = 0 or I is left. But for the time being we allow d = 2 or 4 
and s arbitrary. The map qd : A ~ Gd(2, m -- I) into the Grassmannian Gd(2, m -- 1) of 
2-dimensional IF-subvectorspaces of IF,,+! which sends each parametrized great circle into the 
projective line it lies on is O(2)-invariant, hence it induces a map 
qa/O(2) " A /O(2)  ~ G,~(2, m-  I) 
(which is actually a fibre bundle with fibre the real Grassmannian G(2, d -  1)). 
The IF2-algebra H*(G,t(2, m-  !)) is generated by two classes cl and c2 in dimensions d
and 2d resp. For IF = C these are the Chem classes mod 2 of the canonical U(2)-bundle over 
G,l(2, m - I) and for IF = H the Pontryagin classes rood 2 of the canonical Sp(2)-bundle. This 
is analogous to 4. I(I) and with the method of A. Borel it can be proved in precisely the same 
way as 4.1 (1) I 13; Remark after Th. 12. ! 1. 
Let ~'i ~ H~'~.)(A) --- H ia (A /0 (2) )  be the image of ci under (qd/O(2))*, i = 1,2. Klingenberg 
has shown 
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5.5. Proposit ion [29; 4.31, (i) As a ring with unit, H~)(2)(A ) = H*(A/O(2)) is generated by 
the classes u,l, w2, ~'i and c2. 
(2) For the httegers q and s as above, i.e., characterized by m = 2 q + s and 0 ~ s < 2 q, the 
product-w 12a''-2a''-2~-''c a is non-zero in H~9t2)(A) = H*(A/O(2)) and it has the maximal number 
of factors of  positive dimension with this property. [] 
We are going to show below 
5.6. Lemma.  Let f • I~'P" --+ M be a map which induces isomorphisms in H k for all k <~ 2d. 
2d " Then there is an element x ~ Ht~(2)(AM) such that c2 - ((A f ) lA)*x  is contained in the ideal 
of Ht~(2)(A) -- H*(A/O(2)) generated by the classes Wl, w2 and cl. 
Looking into the details of [29] one can show 
5.7. Lemma.  The product of w~ d''-2a'-2 with any of the classes wl, w2 and cl vanishes in 
H~9(2)(A)-- H*(A/O(2)). 
In the cases which are relevant for us we shall give the proof below. It follows that 
w~d'n-2as-2(((Af) I A)* x) s 2am-2a.,.-2^.,. • = w I c a :/: 0 in Ho~2)(A) = H*(A/O(2)), 
2din - 2ds-  21 " , and by the Thorn isomorphism that roc2)w I ~ ((A f) lA)*x)" ~ 0 in Ho(2)(C, C°). 
Using Proposition 5.2 we conclude that the restriction of H~(2)(AM,* M) • w~2'l"'-2a"-~-" -x' to 
((A.f)(C), (A f ) (C)  f3 M) and hence to (Atm'~M, M) does not vanish. 
From Proposition 4.3 we know that wj restricts to 0 on 0(2)/R,, for any n, whereas x does 
so for odd n. Thus we have verified all the hypotheses of 3.6 with 
r = 2din - (2d - 1)s - 2, r2 = 2dm - 2ds - 2. 
One easily checks that the additional condition r ~< 2r2 + i of 3.7 is always satisfied. Hence we 
get the conclusions of Theorem 1.3 lor I[ i' = C and lI: = IHI with 
r + 1 = 2dm - (2d - I)s - 1 = m + (2d - I)2 '/ r i = gff  (~)  
(compare (I.5)) instead of ga(m). If s = 0, Lemma 5.6 is not needed, so the hypothesis (5.1) on 
the et-map f : FPm ---7 M suffices. Otherwise, as in Lemma 5.6, we have to assume that f 
induces isomorphisms in H t' for all k ~< 2d. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.3 including Supplement 1.7 because in the only case 
which was left (d = 4, s = 0 or 1) the numbers g4 r (m) and g4(m) coincide. [] 
We still have to prove Lemmas 5.6 and 5.7 (at least in the case d = 4, s = 1). Before 
we do so let us compare the strength of the two methods we used: O(l)-cohomology follow- 
ing Rademacher giving g,~ (m) and O(2)-cohomology following Klingenherg/Hingston giving 
gff (m). Our number gd(m) is the maximum of the two. Rademacher's number is larger than 
Klingenberg's if d = 2, s > 0 or d = 4, s > 2, the opposite is true if d = 4, s < 2 or d = 8, 
and the two numbers are equal if d = 2, s = 0 or d = 4, s = 2. The hypothesis (1.8)=(5.1) 
on f is sufficient for the O(l)-method in all cases, and for the O(2)-method in the case s = 0; 
otherwise one needs the stronger hypothesis that f induces isomorphisms in H k for all k <~ 2d. 
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Proof of 5.7 for s ~ 1. The result is trivial (and uninteresting) for s = 0 because 2dm - 2 is 
the dimension of A/O(2). Let s = 1 and let x be one of the classes wi, w2 and ci. Then x has 
dimension l, 2 or d resp., in any case < 2d. I f  w~dm-2d-2x ~ 0 then by Poincar6 duality for 
the manifold A/O(2)  there would exist some y ~ H*(A/O(2) )  of positive dimension such that 
lV 2dm-Ed-2''" is the generator of the top dimensional cohomology group H 2d''-2 (A /O(2) ) .  This 1 "~-)' 
contradicts the maximality assertion in Proposition 5.5. [] 
Proof of 5.6. If m ~< 2 we have c2 = 0 in H 2a (Gd(2, m -- 1 )), because then Gd(2, m - 1 ) is a 
point (m = 1) or the projective plane over IF (m = 2). Hence we assume m ~ 3. As in the proof 
of Lemma 4.4 we may replace the functor A by its "topological" counterpart A (the space of 
all continuous closed curves with the compact-open topology). Let us look at the commutative 
diagram 
A ~ C ~ AIFP 'n h i  ,,., ~" AM 
[ 
I~ pm ~ M, 
where ~M is the base point map sending each y ~ ~. M into its starting point y ( l ). The restriction 
(p of ~l,,, to the space A of great circles on ]FP" is a bundle with libre S d''-I . Since m t> 3 and 
d i> 2, this implies that ~p induces an isomorphism in H k for all k <~ 2d. Consider the Borei 
tibration 
i 7r 
A "-----~ EO(2) x A ~ BO(2). 
o(2) 
The map i induces the canonical homomorphism i* ' Ht;(:)(A) ~>. H*(A) .  We claim that it 
sends wl, w: and (~l to zero, and b~ to (¢*c): ~ 0 where c c Ha(FP  ' ') is the generator. This 
is obvious for the classes wl, w2 since they are in the image ot' n-*. To prove it fi)r t:l and i"2, 
observe firs ,rot we may r ~eplace* "m by t~. Then, up to homotopy, qd factors as 
~) diag g 
q,l " A ~ l~"P~ ~*~ I[ ¢p°~ × 1FP°° ~- r  G,I(2, 0o), 
where g is the classifying map of tl x 0, r/being the canonical line bundle. It is well known that 
g*(ct) = c ® ! + ! ®c,  g*(c2) = c ® c [44; 16.10-16.131, hence 
zr (cl)  = q,,;(cl) = 2 ~0*c, n'*(~ ' * " :2J = q,l(cz) = OP*C) 2 
(compare I42; Sect, 31). It tbilows that the kernel of i* : H~2)(A ) -,.-, HZa(A) is contained 
in the ideal generated by wl, w2 and ~'l. By hypothesis there is an element z ~ Ha(M)  with 
f * ( z )  = c. Let y = ~(z )  ~ Ha(AM) .  Then all we need to show is that 3, 2 is in the image 
of H~'tz)(A M) ~ H2, t (~M) .  We do this explicitely for d = 4 which, as we mentioned above, 
is the only relevant case. The proof for d = 2 is completely analogous. 
We will have to do calculations in the Leray-Serre spectral sequences of various librations. 
A general reference ['or this is the book by J. McCleary [341. First we need information on the 
cohomology of the space ~M of (pointed) loops on M. We obtain it from the path-loop fibration 
~M ¢----> pM --..~ M 
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[34; Sect. 5.2.2], whose E2-term is EP2 "'! = HP(M) ® H'I(g2M). Since PM is acyclic, the only 
part of this which survives to Eo~ is ,70,o "-'2 . Using the known structure of HP(M) for p ~< 8 
0,3 g,0,3 one sees immediately that Hq (~M)  = 0 for q = l, 2, 4, 5, whereas H3(~M) = E 2 = ~'4 
4,0 contains precisely one non-zero element v and d4(v) = z in H4(M) = E 4"° = E 4 . This implies 
8,0 d4(z ® u) - -  z 2 :~- 0 in H8(M) = E~ "° = E 4 and hence H~ (~M)  = 0 for q = 6, 7~ 
Next we look at the base-point fibration 
~2M ~ > AM >M,  
which has the same E2-term as the path-loop fibration above, but quite different differentials. 
Using our knowledge of Hk(M)  and kik(~2M) for all k ~< 7 and the fact that this fibration has a 
section one easily sees that 
Hq(AM)  -- I 0 i fq  = 1,2 ,5 ,6 ,  
I F2 i fq = 3 ,4 ,7  
and that the only non-zero elements in these groups are y in dimension 4, an element ~ in 
dimension 3 which restricts to v ~ H3(g2M), and y~ in dimension 7. 
Now we turn to the Borel fibration 
AM ~ > EO(2) x AM ----> BO(2), (SF) 
0(2) 
for which E~ J'q is p-dimensional cohomology of BO(2) with coefficients in a local system formed 
by Hq(AM)  with an action of Z/2  (the fundamental group of the base BO(2)). This action is 
trivial for q ~< 7 since in this range each of the groups Hq(AM)  contains at most one non-zero 
element. We do not know this for q = 8, but what we do know is that y2 ~ HS(~M)  is tixed 
under the action (because y is) and hence lies in l:°'x "-'2 . We are going to show that it is in the 
image of i* by checking that it is a permanent cycle in the spectral sequence belonging to (~), 
i.e., d,.(y 2) = 0 for every differential d,., r 7~ 2. Since we are in characteristic 2 and d, is a 
derivation, we immediately have da(y 2) = (). The rest follows by induction l'rom 
5.8. Assertion. For all r >t 3, If y 2 survives to Er (i.e., d.,.(y 2) = O for 2 <~ s < r) then 
d,.(y 2) = 0 in E ''9-'r 
,~'*'q = H* q ~ Proot: For q <~ 7 we explicitly know the structure ot: "-'2 (BO(2)) ® H (AM)  = 
g'* 'q ~[1/)!, 102] ® n q (AM),  in particular, "-'2 = 0 if q = 1,2, 5, 6, hence 5.8 is obvious except if 
r = 5, 6 or 9. For r = 9 it follows from the fact that the fibration (if3 has a section (A M has 
*,0 fixed points), so that all of E 2 = H*(BO(2)) survives to Eoo and cannot contain any non-zero 
d,.-boundaries. What remains are the cases r = 5, 6: 
Suppose for a moment hat y ~ Ha(AM) -- E~ '4 is a permanent cycle (actually this is not 
the case but we need not decide it here). Then y2 e Hs(~,M) would also be a permanent cycle 
(because ach dr is a derivation). So we may assume that y is not a permanent cycle. The only 
possibility for this to happen is that d2(y) = u2 ® ~ for some non-vanishing u2 ~ H2(BO(2)) 
(it will turn out below that in fact u2 = w2, but we don't care at the moment). Every elernent of 
E2 '4 has the form u ® y with u ~ H*(BO(2)) = ~'[u)l, w2l. Since d2 is a derivation we get 
d2(u®3, )=uu2®~ inE2 '3=IF [w l ,w2]®H3(AM) ,  (5.9) 
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which is non-zero because F[wl, w2] has no zero divisors. Hence  Er p,4 - -  0 for all p ~> 0, r ~> 3 
and therefore ds(y 2) ~ E 5'4 vanishes. 
To settle the last case r = 6 we compare the fibration (50 to the corresponding one for the 
group O(1 ) instead of 0(2) 
AM ~ , EO(1) × AM > BO(1), (9") 
o(1) 
for which E2 p'q is p-dimensional cohomology of BO(I) with coefficients in a local system formed 
by Hq(AM) which as in the case of (Y) is trivial for q ~< 7. The inclusion j • O(1) ~ 0(2) 
induces amap of fibrations (Y) ---> (Y) and hence a map of the spectral sequences in the opposite 
direction j* • Er -+ Er. For the E2-terms, as long as q ~ 7, we get the canonical epimorphism 
Y[tOl, W2] ® Hq(~kM) = 17*'q ~*'q = ~[wl l  ® Hq(~kM) "2  > "2  
whose kernel is the ideal generated by w2. On the other hand we compare (.q') to the trivial 
fibration 
M '-----+ EO(I) x M=BO( I )xM ~ BO(I). 
0(1) 
(~o) 
Since the base-point map ~M ' AM --+ M is O(l)-invariant, it induces a map of fibrations 
~ --* Yo and hence a map of the spectral sequences in the opposite direction (which actually is 
an embedding because ~M has a section). 
Remember that y = ~t (z )  where z ~ H4(M). In the spectral sequence associated to (9"o) 
all differentials vanish since the fibration is trivial. Hence in the spectral sequence ~7. associated 
to (~ all elements coming from (9"()) are permanent cycles, in particular y ~ E(~.* and all its 
powers. For the spectral sequence Er associated to (Y) this implies d2y = w2 ® D since the latter 
is the only non-zero element in the kernel of j '  ' E~ '~ ~ E~ '3. So we know now that u2 = w2 
in (5.9), and then (5.9) implies that j induces an isomorphism E3 '~ "" E *''a 
, .... ., ~ l;~,o, 3 The sum o~E~ 'q for q ~. 7 is multiplicatively generated by w) ~, g~,o i) e H3(AM) = c, 2 , 
~o..) and 3' (~ H4(A M) = ,~ ~ , All of these are permanent cycles. We just saw this for y, and using 
the fact that (~) has a section it is obvious for the other two. It follows that for q ~< ? all of *.'a 
consists of permanent cycles. This implies the injectivity of 
.:,. g6,3 -,,3 ~,,3 - , ,3 - , ,3  
• - ->  E6 = 5 = E4 = E3 
and from d6(y 2) = 0 in ~6,.~ = /76,3 .a we obtaind6(y 2) 0 in , ,3  • !-1 
5.10. Remark. The proof of Lemma 5.6 fills in a gap in N. Hingston's paper [25; Lemma in 4.3]. 
There it is argued by saying that "the transgression f a square is zero" which, in general, is not 
true. 
6. Conc lud ing  remarks  
No example of a closed Riemannian manifold M of dimension i> 2 is known to have only 
finitely many prime closed geodesics. So one could conjecture that every such M has infinitely 
many of them. We are going to give a survey on the cases for which this is known to be true and then 
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we will discuss the question to what extent our results contribute to the remaining ones. To keep 
the discussion within reasonable bounds we will only look at conditions which are invariant under 
homotopy equivalences and we restrict ourselves to simply connected closed manifolds M. A 
comprehensive survey on closed geodesics i [9]. For the contents of this section we are indebted 
to communications from Hans-Wemer Henn, Matthias Kreck and Thomas Morgenstern. 
In order to avoid repetitions let us agree that in this section the term sufficient condition 
will always mean a condition on the homotopy type of a simply connected closed Riemannian 
manifold M which ensures the existence of infinitely many prime closed geodesics. The most 
recent result of this kind (mentioned already in the introduction) is
6.1. Sufficient Condition. M has dimension 2, hence, being closed and simply connected, it is 
diffeomorphic tothe 2-sphere S2. 
This was proved in [21 ] combined with [ 10]. It seems that all other known sufficient conditions 
in the sense just defined are consequences of 
6.2. Sufficient Condition. The Betti numbers of the free loop space of M with respect to some 
field F of coefficients form an unbounded sequence. 
This is the celebrated theorem of D. Gromoll and W. Meyer. Strictly speaking they proved it 
only for F -- Q [22; Theorem 4], but almost he same proof gives the general result which can be 
found, e.g., in [30; 4.2.9]. In the formulation of 6.2 it is irrelevant whether"frce loop space" means 
the Hilbert manifold AM or the space ~,M of all continuous maps S ~ ---> M with the compact- 
open topology since these two spaces have the same homotopy type [30; Theorem 1.2.10]. 
Condition 6.2 becomes particularly interesting inconnection with 
6.3. Theorem [45]. For any simply connected space X, the Betti numbers of the free loop space 
of X with respect o the field Q of" rational numbers form an unbounded sequence if and only if 
the cohomology algebra H* (X; Q) is not monogenic, i.e., it cannot be generated (as a Q-algebra 
with unit) by one single element. 
An immediate corollary is 
6.4. Sufficient Condition. The cohomology algebra H* ( M ; Q) of M with rational coefficients 
is not monogenic. 
This includes a lot of interesting manifolds, e.g., all non-trivial cartesian products. There are, 
however, also many manifolds whose rational cohomology algebra is monogenic. 
Unfortunately, it is not known whether the analogue of 6.3 for fields other than Q holds. For 
a discussion of this and partial results cf. [35, in particular Corollary 3.4]. 
The only further sufficient condition (in our sense) we know of is 
6.5. Sufficient Condition. The manifold M has the 2-1ocal homotopy type of a compact, simply 
connected, homogeneous space (quotient of two Lie groups) which is not diffeomorphic to one 
of the manifolds listed in (0. I). 
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This follows from [36], [371 (except for M = S 2, where we have 6.1). The main theorem in 
[36] says that the mod 2 Betti numbers of the free loop space of M form an unbounded sequence 
(so that 6.2 is applicable) if M is a homogeneous space which is not diffeomorphic to a symmetric 
space of rank 1. In dimensions/> 3,the manifolds listed in (0.1) are exactly those which can carry 
the structure of a symmetric space of rank 1. By definition two simply connected CW-complexes 
X and Y have the same 2-local homotopy type iff their localizations at the prime 2 [24; Chap. II, 
Sect. 1 ] have the same (ordinary) homotopy type. The localization map X --> X(2) at the prime 2 
induces an isomorphism in mod 2 homology [24; Chap. II, Proof of Theorem 1.14]. Hence it 
also induces an isomorphism in mod 2 homology for the free loop spaces as one can easily see 
by comparing the spectral sequences of the path-loop fibration [2M " ~ PM > M and 
the base-point fibration ~M ~ ~ AM ~ M with the corresponding ones for X(2) (cf. also 
the proofs of 4.4 and 5.6). It follows that the mod 2 Betti numbers of the free loop space are 
invariants of the 2-local homotopy type. I--1 
How much do our results 1.1-1.4 say about he class of (simply connected closed) manifolds 
not covered by the preceding "sufficient conditions"? 
Observe first that 1.1 (and hence 1.2) are always applicable: If X is any simply connected space 
with non-trivial H.(X; F2), let m > 0 be minimal with Hm(X; IF2) # O. By the Hurewicz-Serre 
Theorem modulo the class of abelian groups consisting only of torsion elements of odd order 
(cf., e.g., [43; Chap. 9 Sect. 6 Theorem 15]) there exists a map f : S m ~ X which is non-trivial 
in Hm(' ; F2). If, in addition, X = M is a closed differentiable manifold we can choose f to be 
a et-map. Then all the hypotheses ofTheorem I. I are satisfied and we get some information on 
the number of closed geodesics on M. In any case we recover the Lustemik-Fet Theorem giving 
at least one closed geodesic. How r, lany more we get will depend on the particular numbers m, 
l,,a~ and/mi.. 
Let us assume now that H'(M: 11"2) is monogenic. Then it is isomorphic to the cohomology 
algebra of a sphere or a projective .,~pace II I, 127; appendix 2, Theorems 6.2 and 6.31. From 
the LerayooSerre spectral sequenc'e ,,I' the path-loop |ibratit~n one easily computes the rood 2 
¢ohomology of the loop space of ,~,,', showing in particular that the mod 2 Betti numbers are 
bounded. By the Leray-Serre spectral sequence of the base-point fibration the same follows for 
the rood 2 Betti numbers of the free loop space. But then the rational Betti numbers are also 
bounded since they are less than or equal to the mod 2 ones. Thus we see that none of the known 
sufficient conditions for infinitely many prime closed geodesics i satisfied. What do our results 
give? Let us look at the possible cases: 
If M has the same mod 2 cohomology as the m-sphere then we just saw that I. 1 and 1.2 
apply. In particular we have a map f : S" ~ M which is non-trivial in H,,(. ;F2). Hence in 
the present situation it even induces an isomorphism in all mod 2 homology groups, so that M 
actually has the 2-local homotopy type of the sphere I24; Chap. I1, Theorem 1.141. 
Otherwise M has the rood 2 cohomology of a projective space IF P ' .  In order to apply The- 
orem i,3 we would like to have a map f : FP"  --~ M inducing an isomorphism in mod 2 
(co)homology. The unique non-zero element in Ha(M; F2) is the image of some ote Ha(M; Z) 
(if not, by the universal coefficient heorem, Hi(. ;F2) would be non-zero for i = d - 1 or 
i = d + ! ). If, in addition, IF = C then Qt determines (up to homotopy) a map from M to C poo 
since this is an Eilenberg-MacLane space of type (Z, 2). By cellular approximation we get a 
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map g : M ---> C P" inducing an isomorphism in mod 2 (co)homology. Hence it is a 2-local 
homotopy equivalence. This does not mean that we always have a map in the opposite direction 
f : (UP" ----> M inducing an isomorphism in mod 2 (co)homology. Thus, in general, 1.3 will 
not apply. If, however, the integral cohomology rings of M and C.P" are also isomorphic then 
g can be chosen to be a homotopy equivalence and f to be its inverse. 
These considerations cannot be carried over to the cases IF -- ]HI and IF -- Ca. There are 
precisely 3 homotopy types of simply connected closed smooth manifolds with the same integer 
cohomology ring as the quaternionic projective plane (cf. [23; 2.1] or [18; Sect. 6] together 
with [19; Sect. 6]). If M is one of these manifolds and not homotopy equivalent o HP 2 then, 
with the methods of the papers just mentioned, it is easy to see that there is not even a map 
I~P 2 ---). M inducing an isomorphism in mod 2 homology. For these manifolds M all the known 
methods of deriving lower bounds for the number of closed geodesics from the homotopy type 
are particularly ineffective: Since the integer cohomology ring is monogenic there is no chance 
for applying the ~romoll-Meyer Theorem. Although the cohomology is the same as for ]HIP 2 
one cannot apply the methods developed for projective spaces ([25], [42] or our Theorem 1.3). 
What remains is only Theorem 1.1 with m = 4. 
There should be analoguous examples with the cohomoiogy of the Cayley plane or of quater- 
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